METROPOLITAN AREAS: ARE FINANCIALIZATION & PLANNING COMPATIBLE?

Wednesday 19 October, 11:00 am-13:00 am, Pavillon France, Exhibition (National Assembly) Hall E

Moderator: Mr Eric HUYBRECHTS, Paris/Ile-de-France Regional and Metropolitan Planning Agency

Introduction: Financialization and city transformations? Planning facing financialization

Panelists:

Impact of financialization to the development of metropolitan areas
Mrs Saskia SASSEN, Professor of Sociology at the University of Columbia, New York

Planners and local authorities facing financialization of the metropolis
Mr Maurice CHARRIER, President of the International Urban Development Association (INTA)

Who plan the metropolis and for what vision? Thailand cities and Greater London
Mrs Barbara LIPIETZ, professor at the Development Planning Unit, The Bartlett school, University College of London, co-chair of the Master of Urban Development Planning (UK)

Planning the metropolis in the Global South: Yangon
Mr TOE Aung, Director of Planning, Yangon Municipality (Burma)

Planning for Climate change and the economic transformation in Sao Paolo
Mrs Nathalie BADAoui CHOUMAR, Emplasa, Sao Paolo planning agency (Brazil)

The other look on planning: Greater Paris
Mr Robert SPIZZICCHINO, previous advisor of Greater Paris International workshop (AIGP), vice-president of Ville en Commun (France)